Introduction

Sixty years ago, in *Gideon v. Wainwright*, the Supreme Court issued a landmark ruling that would ultimately ensure every person facing the possibility of having their liberty stripped away would get an attorney if they could not afford one. Poor defendants in Harris County, Texas, *do* get free lawyers, but too many are denied effective ones, especially in death penalty cases where their lives hang in the balance.

On the anniversary of *Gideon*, the Wren Collective investigated the state of court-appointed capital representation in Harris County—the death penalty capital of the world—to see whether poor defendants are receiving effective counsel. We interviewed judges, trial and postconviction attorneys, and mitigation specialists. We reviewed data on caseloads, jail visits, and billing records. We also read postconviction pleadings from the majority of Harris County capital cases that ended in death sentences over the last two decades. We focused primarily on those where individuals are still on death row and on a few who have had their sentences overturned. In total, we report on 28 cases.1

All of the cases we examined involved men who were sentenced to death row, and an overwhelming majority of them—93%—were men of color. Our research shows a system of representation that is broken.

As we documented in part 1 of *Death by Design*, in every case that resulted in a death sentence, trial lawyers failed to uncover compelling evidence that could have convinced a district attorney to drop a death sentence or a jury to give life in prison rather than death. Attorneys failed to investigate and did not present evidence of their client’s mental illnesses and intellectual disabilities. They missed galling examples of physical and sexual abuse of their clients because they did not talk to family or witnesses. They did not prepare important experts to testify until the day that they were supposed to take the stand.

The first report largely dealt with the failings of the lawyers in capital cases. This report examines why that poor representation has thrived, and the ways that the judges overseeing those cases have enabled it to continue that way.

**First**, judges seemingly ignore the excessive caseloads that many attorneys have, even though they are in charge of appointing lawyers to cases.

**Second**, there is an inherent conflict of interest when judges are in control of both the appointments and the purse strings of a case because it means the attorney’s livelihood is dependent on pleasing the judge. If judges value quick resolution of cases over dedicated representation, a lawyer may feel, consciously or not, pressure to hurry the case along and ask for too little time and money, at the expense of the client. We have heard numerous examples of this occurring, especially when it comes to hiring experts and mitigation specialists, who are tasked with investigating a client’s life history for the punishment phase of trial.
Third, the judges in Harris County have never established meaningful training requirements for lawyers, or any requirements at all for the mitigation specialists. Therefore, many people perform their work without the training they need in mental health, trauma, or even interviewing skills.

In the end, we recommend a total overhaul to the system of capital representation for poor defendants, with either the public defender absorbing those cases or the judges establishing a new, freestanding capital public defender that is independent from judicial oversight. Such systems exist across the country and have been enormously effective in providing constitutionally compliant representation to individuals facing the ultimate punishment. Harris County should follow suit.

**Part 1:**

**How Capital Defense Operates in Harris County**

Harris County has a hybrid system of representation. While it has a public defender’s office that handles many of the cases in the county, court-appointed private lawyers handle the bulk of the most serious cases (where a lawyer has not been retained). Court-appointed private lawyers handle all of the non-retained capital murder cases, which carry a sentence of either life without parole or death. Such a hybrid system is not uncommon across the country.

The District Attorney does not seek the death penalty in every capital murder case, and the county has seen a sharp decline in the number of death penalty sentences sought in the last decade. But both judges and defense attorneys must treat every capital murder charge as if death will be sought, because the District Attorney’s office does not make a decision right away on whether it will seek death. Sometimes, it can take years for them to make that choice. As of this writing, there are 418 pretrial pending capital murder cases.

Because of the complexity of capital murder cases, judges must appoint two lawyers: one who sits “first chair” and one who sits “second chair.” The requirements for a first chair attorney, discussed below, are more stringent, and include experience having introduced mitigation evidence in a death penalty trial. Judges select attorneys from a list of those who meet certain qualifications, which for first chair lawyers includes experience presenting mental health evidence. Those attorneys must in turn request funds to pay for an investigator, a mitigation specialist to examine the client’s life and mental health, and any other necessary experts. Harris County has just 46 individuals qualified to serve as first chair capital attorneys.
Part 2: The Unique Job of Capital Defenders

Effective representation in a death penalty case requires vastly more time, effort, funding, and training than other cases. Jury selection alone can last a month or longer, as attorneys must probe whether jurors will automatically sentence a person to death if he or she is convicted of murder. The guilt phase of the trial largely mirrors any other murder trial, but if the jury convicts, that is where the similarities end.

As described in part 1 of our report, the trial then moves into the punishment phase, where the jury decides whether to sentence the person to life or death. First, the government presents any aggravating evidence to show that the individual will pose a future danger to society. Its presentation might include evidence of other offenses that were not at issue in the guilt phase of the trial, such as prior assaults or robberies. The defense, therefore, must essentially investigate and defend against an entirely new set of charges; sometimes, there are multiple criminal allegations.

The defense then presents their own case and tries to explain to the jury how the individual ended up where he or she did, committing a horrible and violent crime. This is where the defense introduces evidence of the accused’s life history, including any evidence of physical or sexual abuse, neglect, or trauma. They present any evidence that exists showing mental illness, intellectual disability, and any brain damage. They must put on both witnesses who knew the defendant throughout his or her life, and experts who have interviewed those witnesses and examined the person facing a death sentence.

In this way, capital defense representation is very different from all other criminal defense work. To save their client’s life, lawyers must convince people to share their most guarded secrets and to recount their most traumatic experiences. Developing that kind of trust can take months, if not years. Defense attorneys must also engage in a wide-ranging understanding of complex forensic evidence, mental health disorders, intellectual disability, trauma, and abuse.

Capital defense lawyers, no matter how experienced, cannot perform this work alone. They must assemble a well-rounded defense team consisting of an investigator and a mitigation specialist who understands trauma and mental illness and can collect extensive life history records such as school, medical, birth, psychiatric, prison and jail, and often child protective services records. And the team must hire experts who can effectively evaluate the client for mental illness. The job of the capital defense lawyer is enormous, and the stakes are at their highest. There is nothing that compares to it in the justice system.
Part 3: The Problems with Capital Defense in Harris County

As our first report demonstrated, the culture of capital defense representation in Harris County is broken. In nearly every death sentence that occurred, lawyers largely abdicated their duty to conduct a robust, vigorous investigation into their client’s life history. They missed clear signs of mental illness and sometimes intellectual disability. They prepared witnesses in the courthouse, immediately before they took the stand. At nearly every turn, they failed to do what was necessary to save their clients’ lives. Below, we discuss why that culture has flourished.9

I. Lawyers’ unmanageable caseloads and the judges who allow it

One of the biggest problems we saw is that many capital lawyers in Harris County have unmanageable caseloads, a situation that judges have allowed to continue. Part of the problem is that there are not enough lawyers who are qualified to take on these cases: There are 46 lawyers qualified to serve as first chair and over 400 pending capital murder cases. But whatever the cause, historically, many attorneys on the capital list sometimes have upwards of 300 cases at a time (not all capital cases, of course), when the American Bar Association guidelines suggest that lawyers handling death penalty cases should spend thousands of hours on these cases even before trial.10 The Regional Public Defender Office, which handles death penalty cases in the rural parts of Texas, limits its attorneys’ caseloads to around five.11 Harris County judges have never enforced maximum caseload or workload caps. And although it does not evaluate death penalty cases, the RAND Corporation’s recent workload study on indigent defense recommends attorneys handle no more than 7 felony cases that carry a life sentence, 8 murder cases, 21 felony-high cases, or 59 felony-low cases per year.12

The Texas Indigent Defense Commission only started tracking attorney caseloads in 2014, and it only tracks what attorneys have been paid, rather than the number of open cases that they have. This means that attorneys likely have far higher caseloads than is reflected in the TIDC payment data, because they will have open cases for which they were not paid that calendar year. The data we examined also does not include cases resolved and paid in neighboring counties, or cases where that attorney was retained by a private client who could pay them.
Even without this data, some of the caseloads are astounding:\(^{13}\)

- During Christopher Jackson’s trial, the first chair attorney had **313 active** felony cases. The second chair attorney had over **500 active felony cases** during her representation.\(^{14}\) They failed to put on evidence that Mr. Jackson was raped from the time he was 4 until he was 9 by a teen boy who lived in his house, and that his grandmother beat him into unconsciousness when he lived with her until she gave him up to Child Protective Services.
- During his representation of Obel Cruz-Garcia, first chair counsel was appointed to over **400 felony cases, and at the time of trial, he also had six active death penalty cases.** His attorneys failed to uncover that Mr. Cruz-Garcia grew up in abject poverty with no running water, that he stopped receiving education after he turned ten, and that he had seriously impaired cognitive and psychological functioning.
- One of Jeffrey Prevost’s attorneys was paid for **147 cases, including six capital cases, the year of his trial.** His defense team told the jury he grew up in a loving and happy home, when in reality, he was a victim of sustained sexual and physical abuse.
- In Warren Rivers’s case, second chair counsel was paid for **145 cases** during his resentencing. Counsel struggled to introduce evidence of severe physical abuse by his mother, who would whip him, tie him in a sack, and “smoke” him. They also put on little evidence of his mental illness.
- In Juan Balderas’s case, first chair counsel was paid for **330 cases.** Second chair was paid for **145, including five capital murder cases.** Another attorney appointed on the case at one point was paid for **358 cases.** Counsel failed to put on evidence of the serious physical and sexual abuse that Mr. Balderas experienced as a child, and of the mental illness he suffered from.
- Billy Mason’s lawyer was paid for **99 cases** the year of his resentencing. His second chair attorney was paid for **444 felony cases.** A third attorney on the case was paid for **106 cases.** His lawyers failed to investigate clear signs of Fetal Alcohol Syndrome Disorder.
- Lucky Ward’s second chair attorney was paid for **242 felony cases** the year of his trial. His first chair attorney was paid for **53 cases, four of them capital.** Mr. Ward’s case involved multiple allegations of different murders that needed to be investigated. He has been diagnosed with bipolar disorder, schizo-affective bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, and paranoid ideation at various points throughout his life, but his lawyers did not put on a single mental health expert at trial.

From 2014 on, only two lawyers in the cases we evaluated had court appointments that fell within the new recommended workload range, as established by a recent workload study,\(^{15}\) but again, these numbers do not include any cases where paying clients retained them.
The problem with high caseloads persists today. Of the 40 lawyers paid for capital appointments in 2022 in Harris County:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Caseloads</th>
<th>Lawyers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100–199</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200–299</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300–399</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>498</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Capital cases are quite lucrative in Harris County, as are serious felonies. Those paid for capital appointments in Harris County received the following amounts from all criminal case appointments in 2022:

- 6 lawyers received $100,000–199,999
- 4 lawyers received $200,000–299,999
- 1 lawyer received $300,000–399,999
- 1 lawyer received $400,000–499,999
- 1 lawyer received $585,950.00
- 1 lawyer received $667,027.00
- 1 lawyer received $748,449.50
- 12 lawyers received less than $100,000
- 9 lawyers received $200,000–299,999
- 8 lawyers received $300,000–399,999
- 2 lawyers received $400,000–499,999
- 1 lawyer received $585,950.00
- 1 lawyer received $667,027.00
- 1 lawyer received $748,449.50

Again, those attorneys may well have earned more income from privately retained clients.

By comparison, the head public defender in Harris County earned $176,000 in 2020. Public defenders in that office earn an average salary of $115,000 (plus benefits).16

This problem of attorneys taking too many cases while making high salaries is not new, but it has also not improved over the years. As death penalty and civil rights attorney Stephen Bright recently stated in an interview with The Houston Chronicle: “It doesn’t look like anyone is going to do anything about it no matter how bad it is.”17
II. Conflicting interests in judicial control over appointments and resources

Judicial control of both the appointment of capital lawyers in Harris County, and the amount of money the lawyers and their defense team receive for their work means that lawyers may not always take the action that is in their client’s best interest. Attorneys are supposed to have one duty: to zealously advocate on behalf of their clients.\(^\text{18}\) When judges control an attorney’s livelihood by controlling their appointment to a case, that commitment is compromised. To please the judges who may not appoint them again if they are too demanding, attorneys may decline to ask for the time they need to adequately prepare a case. They may not ask for the resources they need to represent their client, and they may not be willing to file motions arguing, for example, that the judge has made errors in the case. Our stakeholder interviews suggest all of these things are happening in Harris County.

The largest problem revealed by our interviews is that judicial oversight chills many lawyers from asking for the resources that they need, as they are faced with judges who themselves are under perceived pressure by the county to minimize the indigent defense budget. Capital cases are expensive, or at least they should be. According to a 2008 study, in the federal system, the average cost of a capital trial is about $620,932—eight times that of a regular federal, non-death murder trial.\(^\text{19}\)

Failing to ask for or receive the financial resources needed to defend a person facing the death penalty has deadly consequences. That same study found that defendants with less than $320,000 spent on their representation had a 44 percent chance of receiving a death sentence.\(^\text{20}\) Those who had more than $320,000 spent on their representation had a 19 percent chance of receiving a death sentence.\(^\text{21}\)

\textit{Spending less than $320,000 doubled the likelihood of a death sentence.}

Unfortunately, numerous mitigation specialists and attorneys reported that trial teams were reluctant to request significant funds from judges, especially for mitigation specialists. Several mitigation specialists—whose job it is to investigate a client’s life history and mental health while assisting the attorneys to present that story at trial—reported to us that until recently, attorneys would not request more than $50–$75 an hour to compensate them despite the skill required in their work.\(^\text{22}\) Federal mitigation specialists, by comparison, make between $125–$175 an hour.\(^\text{23}\) In at least one case we reviewed, however, the judge initially set a $2,000 presumptive cap on mitigation work.\(^\text{24}\) Mitigation specialists did report that financial support has dramatically improved in the county over time.
III. Inadequate training for capital defenders

Unfortunately, Harris County does not require that their attorneys receive the necessary and extensive training to perform the difficult work of defending capital cases. In order to qualify as first chair counsel in Harris County, an individual must have:

- at least five years of criminal law experience;
- significant experience in felony cases, including homicide trials;
- trial experience in using mental health or forensic evidence;
- trial experience in investigating and presenting mitigating evidence at the penalty phase of trial;
- no record of providing ineffective assistance of counsel; and
- completion of continuing legal education.

Unfortunately, Harris County’s prerequisites for getting onto the capital list do not necessarily correlate with ability to provide a zealous defense in a death penalty trial. There are two ways that a lawyer might gain the requisite experience of presenting evidence at the penalty phase of a capital trial. The first is by having worked as a prosecuting attorney who handled death penalty cases. The challenge, though, is that these lawyers are trained to present evidence in aggravation of a sentence. They do not have the specialized training that is necessary to conduct a thorough mitigation investigation and present that evidence persuasively to a jury. When lawyers leave the prosecuting attorney’s office and then seek to defend the criminally accused, they come to the defense practice with training that is in direct contradiction to the well-researched methods used by the most effective capital defense lawyers.

The second way that lawyers might gain experience presenting evidence during the penalty phase of trial is by working and training with lawyers who are already on the capital defense list. There is, however, no guarantee that the lawyers doing the training have been adequately trained or have the requisite skills themselves, or that their caseloads allow them to be effective mentors. Lawyers who have firmly fixed poor habits and long histories of failing their clients may be entrusted to train new additions to the capital defense list; they will most likely replicate the same ineffective trial skills and strategies.

Further, Harris County’s qualifications to get on the appointment list may actually prevent lawyers from learning from the best attorneys in the county. The best capital defense lawyers make a good faith effort to settle their cases with a plea bargain for life without parole, or even a lesser sentence, by presenting the District Attorney with robust mitigating evidence or evidence of innocence. That means that the most effective capital defense lawyers are likely not the ones teaching newer lawyers how to present mitigating and mental health evidence at trial, as they do not go to trial.
Simply requiring continuing legal education does not ensure that attorneys will have the skills necessary to provide quality representation; the content of the continuing legal education is crucial. For instance, at this time, Harris County does not require specific training in mental health or evolving areas of forensic science such as DNA or pattern matching, even though they are an essential part of adequate representation.

Moreover, there aren’t enough avenues for continuing legal education in the state. There are two primary training conferences for criminal defense attorneys in Texas, of which only one focuses on capital defense specifically. This training program happens annually and includes only 8 hours of training. And while there are many national trainings that delve into these issues, Harris County requires the private bar to pay for their own continuing legal education, disincentivizing lawyers from participating in them.

### IV. Not enough trained mitigation specialists

Mitigation specialists play a critical role in capital cases, and the information that they provide often makes the difference between life in prison and a death sentence. They investigate a client’s psychological and social history, emotional well-being, and mental health. They provide clinical skills and information-gathering abilities that attorneys often do not have, and help flag indicators of serious mental illnesses, intellectual disability, or mental health or neuropsychological issues, which ensures the accused is evaluated for these mitigating conditions prior to trial. They compile extensive historical data through massive record collections, interview family and community members, and help select and facilitate expert testimony. They build a trusting relationship with the client as they explore some of the worst moments of his or her life.

Every single attorney we interviewed in Harris County told us that there were simply not enough well-trained mitigation specialists for hire, especially those trained in mental health. There are four primary reasons for this lack of mitigation specialists.

**First**, many qualified mitigation specialists do not want to work in Harris County, and if they do, they will only work for certain lawyers. Mitigation specialists we interviewed reported being historically underfunded in Harris County, causing them to seek work elsewhere. They reported that many attorneys refused to advocate for sufficient funds for them to competently do their work or to keep a manageable caseload.

**Second**, many also reported feeling undervalued by the attorneys there, who would not listen when they flagged a client’s mental illness or stated that the team might need a different expert. In Pete Russell’s case, for example, the mitigation specialist told the attorneys that Mr. Russell had serious mental health problems, but they simply ignored her. The same thing happened in
Christopher Jackson’s case, where the mitigation specialist told the attorneys he likely suffered from a serious mental illness, which they then did not explore.\textsuperscript{30} Having lawyers who did not understand mitigation also left some feeling overworked. As one mitigation specialist stated: “We’ve learned that having counsel [on a case] that doesn’t know mitigation is like working three cases.”

Third, we heard reports that many attorneys sought out mitigation specialists too late in the case for them to be effective. These allegations are supported by what we reviewed in postconviction pleadings, where many mitigation specialists were brought on long after the attorneys had been appointed and were sometimes only empowered to work just before trial began. Lawyers hired a mitigation specialist in Pete Russell’s case six weeks before jury selection began. They had the mitigation specialist in Damon Matthew’s case start working four weeks before jury selection began. This delayed hiring may be correlated to attorneys waiting to see if the state is actually going to seek the death penalty before requesting mitigation funding. But by waiting, the mitigation investigation will inevitably come up short, crammed into the run-up to trial at a point where the team has lost serious time building trust with the client and his or her family.

Fourth, Harris County does not require any minimum qualifications for mitigation specialists, including training on identifying a client’s mental health issues, effectiveness in collecting records, or conducting difficult interviews. And unlike with attorneys, there is no required licensure or continuing education requirement. As a result, several mitigation specialists who end up taking cases in Harris County, however well-intentioned, are inexperienced and unqualified. And because some of them lack training in the depth of work required for a competent mitigation investigation, many take on too many cases to do competent work.

As one experienced mitigation specialist stated, “mitigators who have 15 or 20 cases at a time don’t have a frame of reference for what a compliant-based mitigation investigation looks like. It all functions like an echo chamber: bad lawyers who don’t understand mitigation end up working with the mitigation specialists who are well-intentioned but don’t know what they’re doing.”

\textbf{Part 4: Build an Institutional Capital Defender Office}

It is clear that Harris County’s current system of death penalty representation is not working. Lawyers receive inadequate training, have caseloads that are too high, and are accountable not just to their clients, but also to judges with an incentive to keep costs low and move their case calendars along. Judges,
tasked with overseeing the quality of appointments, have abdicated that duty for years. Our findings are not new; they have been documented over the years, and yet the system has failed to meaningfully improve.31

We want to be clear that our findings are also not an indictment of the judges who oversee the system. The reality is that judges are ill-equipped to oversee the capital defense system. Aside from the inherent conflict of interest that alone provides reason enough to create a defense system that is not administered by judges, judges have too many competing requirements to effectively oversee a system of capital representation. They have their own calendars to run and trials to oversee, and therefore lack the time to monitor things such as jail visits or even caseloads on a regular basis. The current system is simply unworkable.

Nor is this report intended as an indictment of all of the lawyers who handle these cases. Many of them truly care about their clients and the work. But handling death penalty cases is the most time-consuming and challenging work imaginable. These attorneys have never been given the resources needed to successfully do this work.

The problem is structural, and so the structure must change. We recommend Harris County do away with the current judicially administered appointment system. Instead, the county should invest in an institutional capital defender office that operates independently from judicial influence, either within or outside of the public defender. Minor tweaks will not fix the problem. The judges cannot control the appointments and cases, and Harris County must build a culture where lawyers, mitigation specialists, and experts are well-resourced and supported.32

There are good reasons to believe that an institutional capital defender office will best serve those facing the death penalty. Several studies comparing indigent defense delivery services show that institutional defenders consistently outperform private defense attorneys and appointed counsel.33 A 2012 study in Philadelphia, for example, found that representation by a public defender as opposed to appointed counsel reduced a person’s likelihood of receiving a life sentence in a murder case by 62 percent, and reduced the length of a prison sentence by 24 percent.34 An evaluation of Texas’ Regional Public Defender for Capital Cases (RPDO), which handles death penalty cases across rural Texas, showed that RPDO consistently achieves better outcomes than privately assigned counsel while also saving the county’s money.35

Independent public defender offices offer a number of advantages over the court appointment system. First, they house mitigation specialists and investigators who are specifically trained to work on capital cases. Lawyers do not need to go to judges every time they need someone to work on a case. The mitigation specialist and investigator are both employed by the office and receive a salary there. The head of the office can better oversee the work of the lawyers; he or she can make sure the investigation happens right away,
that lawyers are paying regular visits to the client and his or her family, and that they are doing the hard work of hiring experts, filing motions, reviewing discovery, and preparing for the case. The head of the office can also build an internal training program focused on lawyers developing the necessary skills needed to represent clients in life-or-death cases.

Virginia provides a case study for how effective it can be to move to a centralized capital defender office. In 2004, the state created regional capital defense resource centers to handle capital cases, in part to save money, but in part because the threat of litigation over systemic ineffective representation created by fee limitations loomed large. Following the opening of the offices, prosecutors started to lose at trial, with half of the death penalty trials ending in a life sentence. As Duke Law Professor Brandon Garrett documented, attorneys started presenting more and more mitigating evidence, and jurors found it persuasive. In turn, prosecutors’ use of the death penalty dwindled dramatically, paving the way for the state’s eventual abolition of it in 2021.36

An institutional capital defender office can also help improve the overall quality of defense in Harris County, providing regular trainings for court-appointed attorneys and mitigation specialists who will inevitably need to exist to take cases where the office has a conflict—for example, where there are two co-defendants and so the office can only represent one. Quality public defender offices regularly open their trainings and expertise up to the private bar, as they are committed to elevating the representation for every poor person accused of a crime, not just those who they represent.

Conclusion

We recognize that our recommendation, if adopted, will mean a massive change in Harris County. It may be unpopular with many of the lawyers there. But lawyers who want to keep doing capital work can apply to the institutional capital defender, and if they show enough skill and commitment, may be hired there. Others will still receive conflict cases.

We also realize that there are an enormous number of capital cases in Harris County, and that while many of them will not end in a death penalty trial, it is virtually impossible to predict which ones will and which ones will not. The outcome of that decision often hinges on the capital lawyer’s ability to make a compelling case for life in plea negotiations. It will take some time to staff and train an office that can handle such a large number of cases. But just because something is difficult does not mean that it cannot be done.

The alternative route—to continue as is or make some small tweaks to the system—is not only untenable, but also a betrayal of the promise of Gideon. The county cannot keep sending people to death row simply because their lawyer has not done the hard work of defending them. Without making a radical change to the system of representation, that is exactly what will occur.
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